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I am often asked what should we wear for our session. The following are ideas that I have found to work over the 

years. If you are unsure about how outfits will present lay them all out on the floor or bed snap a photo and text it to 

me. Feel free to send options.  

 Comfort and mobility. Leave you favorite pair of yoga pants for the gym, but if you aren ’t comfortable in 

the jeans you picked. Or you need to constantly adjust your shirt, chances of being caught “fixing” your 

wardrobe in a frame are pretty great. Start by picking an outfit you feel great in! 

 Coordinating colors not matching.  Long gone are the days of everyone wearing a white shirt and match-

ing. Instead, pick a couple of colors and choose clothes that will fit in this color scheme. Start with three 

colors and build the rest of your outfits with neutrals from there. i.e. kakis, jeans, grays, tans, white or 

cream, and some black.  

 Look at your home decor. Do you like bright colors? Neutrals? Since you will be hanging these photos in 

your house you want to make sure the colors of your clothes go with the color scheme of your home. 

 Don't forget accessories. Accessories not only add to your outfit but they can be fun to use in photos. 

Have the man wear a tie for the woman to hold. Necklaces for the kids to play with or hats to hide behind. 

 Limit patterns. Personally, I enjoy having an outfit in the mix that has all the colors in it. However, not 

everyone in the photo should wear patterns as it may distract the final image. 

 Look for clothing collections.  When shopping for clothes for my kids, I head to stores that typically have 

color coordinating collections. I can then purchase clothes for all the children from one store. I know their 

clothes will coordinate. 

 Plan ahead.  Once you book your session, start thinking of the clothes right away. You may think certain 

clothes will fit your kids or that one dress is clean. If you wait until the day of or day before you may run 

into an issue of clothes not fitting, being dirty or need to be dry cleaned. 

 Say no to characters. Yes, your little one may love their Toy Story shirt but you may want to skip it for 

the family photo session. Just like patterns, characters on shirts can be pretty distracting. 

 Avoid all white or all black clothing. If you are wearing an all white shirt then it is very easy to blow out 

parts of your shirt causing it to lose its detail. Same can be said with all black, it’s easy to have clipping on 

black clothing and the detail is lost. 

 Textures are your friend. I am a huge fan of a cotton fitted shirt. However, in photographs I like to add 

textures like scarves or belts to add a little more to the image. Don’t shy away from different textures. 

 Consider your background. If you are taking photos in front of a backdrop, consider what you are wear-

ing. I remember and image my sister, her husband and newborn son took where they were all wearing 

black in front of a black backdrop. She and her husband look like floating heads holding a baby.  

 Think classic. These photos will be hanging on your walls and treasured for years to come. By choosing 

simple, classic clothes you will help give your images a timeless feel.  

 Less is more when it comes to skin. While your teen may just love her short shorts or you may love that 

strapless maxi dress, more skin isn’t always better. Skin doesn’t always translate well on the camera. Addi-

tionally lots of skin exposure means the potential for a wardrobe malfunction especially since we are look-

ing to capture moments and emotion.  

 Extended families – since the family is working with such a large number of families and then a number of 

people within the whole family should go with a color pallet. I would pick summer or winter, since most 

people have these basics in their closet. From there each family pick a base color. For example the whole 
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family picks the summer pallet. From there an individual family could pick blues as you can see there are many 

options for blue for your family. This is creating texture.  Another Family can pick greens, remember you don’t 

need to go out and buy matching outfits for your family. Work with what you already have in your closet. A 

green scarf with an off white shirt will work.  

If at any time while picking out coordinating outfits you have a question about how something will translate in a pho-

to, and especially a photo  with the number of people we are working with, please feel free to text me a photo.  717-

873-7906 


